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Finding Law: the Problem Remains
his paper starts from the assumption that it is valuable to have a
tool or tools that enable us to do effective worldwide legal 

research, in light of the enormous range of legal resources that are 
available for free access on the internet from every country in the 
world. The internet offers the unprecedented prospect of global 
access to legal information, so it seems the waste of a valuable 
resource not to be able to use it effectively. Academic research, in so 
far as it involves comparative research, will benefit from such a 
capacity. There are more direct and practical reasons for the need to 
develop tools to access legal research on the internet. Legal 
researchers in developing countries (including government drafts- 
people and law reformers, practising lawyers and NGOs) generally 
do not have any effective access to international comparative law 
materials. They increasingly need this access in order to reform their 
laws, or assess their compliance with international obligations such as 
WTO accession.

Since 1997 AustLII has been involved with the Asian Development 
Bank in Project DIAL1, a project which involves the development of 
effective means of accessing law on the internet worldwide (the
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“World Law” facility on AustLII), and in training legal officials in 
developing countries in Asia to use the Internet for legal research.
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Part of the World Law homepage — <http://dialworldlaw.org>

LIVING IN A WEB OF GIANTS
The largest internet directories (also called catalogs, or indexes)—and 
Ask Jeeves—have between one and two million links to websites, cate
gorise the sites into at least 200,000 categories, and employ between 100 
and 200 editors (or “indexers”). The Open Directory claims to have 
36,000 volunteer indexers/

Other tools used to find information, such as search engines based 
on webspiders (also called robots), are even larger. Danny Sullivan 
summarises the history of search engine growth:2 3

When AltaVista appeared in December 1995, it used an index much 
larger than any of the other search engines at that time. Thus, competi
tion forced most of them to increase their sizes in early 1996. Notice that 
from September 1996 until September 1997, none of the search engines 
increased size significantly, despite the fact that the web continued to

2 “Directory sizes” page <http://searchenginewatch.com/reports/directories.html> on 
Danny Sullivan, Search Engine Watch website <http://searchenginewatch.com/> (visited 
17 November 2001).
3 “Danny Sullivan Search Engine Sizes” from The Search Engine Report, 15 August 
2001, on Search Engine Watch website <http://searchenginewatch.com/> (visited 17 
November 2001).
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grow. From September 1997 through the end of 1998, AltaVista and 
Inktomi competed for the bragging rights of being the biggest. But by 
1999, the fight to be biggest revolved between AltaVista, Northern Light 
and FAST Search. In January 2000, FAST announced it had broken the 
300 million page mark, giving it the largest index of the web. Soon after, 
AltaVista did the same. By June 2000, Google broke the 500 million page 
mark, while WebTop.com also weighed in at that level. In addition, some 
Inktomi partners began using that company’s new 500 million page index 
in July 2000. By June 2000, Google hit a new record for search engines 
— 1 billion documents indexed.

By mid-2001, Sullivan4 assessed the number of webpages indexed by the 
web spiders of the largest search engines as highest for Google (1 billion5 
—1000 million), followed by FAST (625 million), AltaVista (550 million), 
Inktomi (500 million), Excite (380 million) and Northern Light (350 
million). Another estimate by Notess is much the same, except it estimates 
Google lower at 750 million pages6 and adds another contender, Wisenut 
(510 million). Google’s own site claims to search 1600 million webpages.

Many catalogs and search engines are now hybrids—alliances 
between the provider of a catalog and the provider of a search 
engine.7 For example, Google uses the Open Directory for its catalog, 
and Yahoo! uses Google for its search engine. Whatever their value for 
research on other subjects, they do not do everything that is needed 
for effective legal research using the internet: law-specific facilities like 
World Law are still needed.

GENERAL CATALOGS ALONE ARE STILL INSUFFICIENT-AND 
POSSIBLY DISPENSABLE
The major catalogs on the web provide surprisingly little coverage of law. 
Looksmart has only one page on non-US law, with a handful of links.8 
The Open Directory Project, whose catalog is also used by Google and 
Ask Jeeves, has over 17,000 entries under its main law page,9 but almost

4 ibid
5 By another measure, Google can draw on 1.25 billion sites to produce results, as it 
can direct users to some sites simply because other sites have linked to them, even if its 
web spider has not indexed those sites.
6 Greg R. Notess, “Search Engine Statistics: Database Total Size Estimates” (data from: 
14 August, 2001) on Search Engine Statistics Showdown (visited 17 November 2001).
7 For examples, see Danny Sullivan Search Engine Alliances Chart 
http://searchenginewatch.com/reports/alliances.html, ibid.
8 <http://www.looksmart.com/eusl/eus317836/eus552286/eus53716/eusll58453/r?l&> 
(visited 17 November 2001).
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10,000 of them are US law firm sites, and 2000 of the rest relate to law 
enforcement organisations, so the general law coverage is slight. There 
is also a very small amount of coverage in other languages.

Yahoofs coverage is harder to assess, as there is no central point 
of access for law worldwide. It has the most substantial law coverage 
of the general catalogs. Its largest law page is its US page, and lists 
about 3,000 sites, with a subject index of only 25 categories.9 10 11 12 There 
are law sites indexed under most individual country pages, but most 
of them only have a handful of links. The limited attention given to 
law by the web’s major catalogs, at least on a global level, is reason 
enough to continue with the development of World Law as a law- 
specific catalog with global coverage.

The law component of a general internet catalog would usually be the 
wrong place to start internet legal research. Where they are useful, it would 
be valuable if those pages could be cross-referenced from a more compre
hensive law-specific index. However, in our 1999 paper we explained 
some of the reasons why catalogs alone are inherently inadequate:

Catalogs are hard to maintain. As the quantity of legal material on the 
internet grows, the sites that contain significant legal information grow so 
numerous, and some are so large, that it is difficult to maintain catalogs at 
all, and particularly to maintain them with any depth of indexing of each 
site. The best that can be hoped for is that sites with significant legal mate
rials are identified in the index, even though there is no detailed descrip
tion of their content. For example, it soon becomes impossible to include 
in a catalog the content of each piece of legislation, each case, or each 
journal article included on a large site. As a result, we can say that catalogs 
are inherently shallow—even when they are good at identifying important 
law sites, they cannot index very deeply into those sites.

A law-specific catalog like World Law will never be sufficient for compre
hensive internet legal research. The question that this raises for World 
Law, if we want it to be a comprehensive tool, is whether its catalog 
should be integrated with a law-specific search engine, with a general

9 <http://dmoz.org/Society/Law/> (visited 17 November 2001).
10 <http://dir.Yahool.com/Government/Law/> (visited 17/11/2001)
11 The “Other Indexes” page under each country entry in World Law does this for 
many of the Yahoo! pages.
12 G Greenleaf, D Austin, P Chung, A Mowbray, J Matthews and M Davis, (2000) 
“Solving the Problems of Finding Law on the Web: World Law and DIAL”, The Journal 
of Information, Law and Technology (JILT) 1 <http://www.law.warwick.ac.uk/jilt/00- 
1/greenleaf.html>; also in Proceedings, 16th Biennial LAWASIA Conference, Seoul, 
Korea, 7-11 September 1999 (referred to hereinafter as “1999 paper”).
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internet search engine like Google, or with both.

GENERAL SEARCH ENGINES ALONE ARE STILL INSUFFICIENT 
- BUT INDISPENSABLE
In 1999, a study by Lawrence and Giles estimated that the combined 
coverage of all of the search engines they tested was 42 per cent of the 
total number of webpages, a decline from 60 per cent in their 1997 
study, and that there had been a decline in the coverage of the single 
best search engine from about 33 per cent to 16 per cent of the esti
mated total size of the web.13 As a result they were pessimistic about the 
future of search engines:

Why do search engines index such a small fraction of the Web? There may 
be a point beyond which it is not economical for them to improve their 
coverage or timeliness. The engines may be limited by the scalability of 
their indexing and retrieval technology, or by network bandwidth. Larger 
indexes mean greater hardware and maintenance expenses, and more 
processing time for at least some queries on retrieval. Therefore, larger 
indexes cost more to create, and slow the response time on average.

Dahn has argued that Lawrence and Giles may have overestimated.14
The percentage of total webpages indexed by these search engines 

is still uncertain. Google certainly covers far more pages than search 
engines did before 1999, and its response times are very fast, but the 
web has also grown in size, and the extent to which the percentage of 
webpages covered is now greater than in 1999 is unknown.

In addition to the expanding size of the web, there are many tech
nical reasons why search engines cannot make searchable many types of 
information found on the web, as detailed in our 1999 paper and by 
Dahn.15 In our 1999 paper we also set out reasons why general search 
engines are biased in favour of “popular” pages, do not provide unbiased 
worldwide coverage, and are increasingly compromising the objectivity 
of their search results by selling priority places in their relevance ranking. 
All of these factors are still relevant.

13 Steve Lawrence and C. Lee Giles (1999), “Accessibility of information on the Web” 
Nature, Vol. 400, 8 July 1999, 107-09 — not available in full on the web, but see 
“Accessibility and Distribution of Information on the Web” 
<http://www.wwwmetrics.com/> (visited 17 November 2001).
14 Michael Dahn, “Counting Angels on a Pinhead: Critically Interpreting Web Size 
Estimates” ONLINE, January 2000 <http://www.onlineinc.com/onlinemag/OL2000/ 
dahnl.html> (visited 19 November 2001).
15 Ibid.
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In 1999 we drew the conclusion that “it would be unrealistic to 
expect general purpose internet-wide search engines to provide a very 
effective method of [carrying out] a task as specialised and non- 
popular as internet legal research”. This conclusion is still largely true, 
if what is meant by “very effective” is “comprehensive”. However, the 
vast size of the web, the rapidly expanding size of Google (and the few 
competing search engines), and the costs of the computing resources 
needed to create a web spider search engine which covers even a tiny 
fraction of the entire web means that internet-wide search engines, for 
all their imperfections, are more indispensable than they ever were.

When we started World Law/DIAL in early 1997, the AltaVista 
search engine had only recently been launched, and it was realistic to 
think that a law-specific search engine might produce results com
parable in scope with a general internet search engine. Now, five years 
later, no law-specific search engine can hope to have the resources to 
index more than a fraction of the significant legal information on the 
web — at best, the “most significant” legal web sites from around the 
world could be covered. This poses two questions:
• Can a law-specific search engine still produce results which com

plement and add to the comprehensiveness of the results provided 
by a general search engine?; and

• Can a law-specific search engine operate seamlessly with a general 
Internet search engine, preferably so that users can minimise the 
number and variety of search commands that they need to understand?

We think that the answer to both these questions is still “yes” in the case 
of World Law, and will attempt to demonstrate why and how we have 
come to these conclusions.

A Catalog of World Law
SOMEONE HAS TO DO IT...
World Law now includes over 4100 different categories (pages) into 
which legal websites are classified, and links to over 13,500 websites or 
parts of websites. In addition there are over 3500 cross-references, and 
over 1000 embedded searches.16 Although there are many other law- 
specific indexes on the web,17 none that are multinational are as large or

16 More details of World Law’s content development are in Davis et al (2002), 
“Managing Secondary Legal Resources on AustLII”, presented at the UTS “Law and 
the Internet” conference.
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globally comprehensive as World Law. As the largest multinational 
catalog of law sites on the internet, the work that has been put into the 
World Law catalog’s development is worth continuing as a free inter
national resource.

[Austin!fWorld Law!fRecent Additions! fTranslate!fAdda Link! fDisclaimer!

World Law » Categories
Find | any of these words e jin [ All World Law 
| [ Search |
[World LavHelp! f Boolean Operators!

• Countries
• Other Indexes
• Regions
• Subjects

• Courts & Case-lav
• Education
• international
• Lav Journals
• Lav libraries
• Lav Reform

• Lawyers
• Legislation
• Parliaments
• Publishers & 

Bookshops
• Research

Start page of the World Law catalog — “Categories”

World Law’s catalog, as illustrated by the opening page above, indexes 
websites by more than one criterion. For example, the same site (or part 
of a site) will be indexed according to the country to which it relates (or 
under the relevant “International” subcategory), often by its source or 
type of subject matter (under “Legislation”, “Courts and Case Law” etc), 
and often by its subject matter (under almost 100 subject subcategories).

DEVELOPMENT ON LIMITED RESOURCES
The financial resources to support the development of World Law are 
limited,17 18 sufficient to support the equivalent of three full time staff (2.25 
indexing/cataloguing staff, 0.75 technical support staff). Until now, 
content addition has principally been by AustLII staff.

17 See the Other Indexes pages in World Law <http://www.austlii.edu.au/links/320.html> 
for an extensive list, including multinational, national, and subject-specific law indexes.
18 At a rough approximation, AUD$ 175,000 per annum at present, of which 
approximately half is from the Asian Development Bank (and includes the costs of 
DIAL training in developing countries), and half is from the cataloging component of 
other AustLII funded projects, including funding from the Australian Research Council 
(ARC) under a “research infrastructure” grant.
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The size of the World Law index means that World Law must now 
adopt a slightly different strategy for its future development. Expansion 
of DIALs content “contributors” strategy is planned, whereby experts 
in a particular country or subject matter become major contributors to 
that part of DIAL (with credit given, and links to their sites). Wherever 
possible, those involved in DIAL “portals” will contribute to relevant 
content, as they have a strong interest in its quality.

World Law

ADB

fAjstLIfl DAferld Law! fFtecerrt Additions! f Translate! [Add a Link! fPsol3imerl

World Law » Categories » Subjects » Elections

Find [ any of these words

Search:

[ Search |

All World Lav 
Elections 
Law on Google

B D/tjbrld Law Helpl fBooiean 
Operators]

DIAL

Contributors:

• By Country
• Other indexes

Elections
CanadaX4
Elections
Canada

• Education
• Electoral Boundaries
• Electoral Systems

See Also:
• Good Govemance@

• Lav Journals
• Non-Government 

Organisations fNGOsl
• Research Centres

The pages on elections law show Elections Canada as a contributor

Project-oriented expansion of subject pages is another form of priorit
isation, where a particular subject matter ties in with an ADB project, or 
another funded project elsewhere. An example is the expansion of the 
WTO and China-WTO pages, which will tie in with the development of 
HKLII, and is also a high priority of the Chinese users of World Law.

Searching for World Law
A LAW-SPECIFIC SEARCH ENGINE
World Law’s approach to a law-specific search engine was explained in 
our 1999 paper (summarised in the diagram below) as the use of the 
catalog to ensure that the web spider only goes to sites relevant to legal 
research, and does not browse the web randomly. The catalog can then 
also be used to provide a method of filtering search results. We are not
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aware of any other multicountry examples of a law-specific search engine 
based on the use of a web spider19, although domain-specific search 
engines do occur in other disciplines. Maintaining both a catalog and a 
web spider (and search engine) requires more resources than most legal 
catalogs have available.

Embedded searches 
in catalog

Indexer

Catalog

Creates embedded 
\ f searches

Catalogs sites 
Targets web spider
Creates search libraries'

filtered by catalog 
location of user

results
Search

User's search terms

Gives targets

Search
Engine

engrne

Data to
search

Relationship between catalog, web spider and search engine in World Law

BASIC FEATURES OF WORLD LAW SEARCHING
The default search for World Law searches automatically over two types 
of content: (i) the text of the pages of the catalog; and (ii) the text of all 
pages of all websites in the catalog that our web spider has been able to 
index. The way results are displayed is discussed below.

A search window appears on all World Law catalog pages, in the 
form shown in the example of the “Legislation” page below. The 
default search option is “Any of these words” (logical “or”), with the 
other user-selectable options being “All of these words” (logical “and”),

19 The only example previously know, Jurist’s search facility 
<http://jurist.law.pitt.edu/search.htm>, is now limited to pages on its own site.
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“This phrase” and “This Boolean query”.

Find!

Sear

V any of these words
ad of these words 
this phrase 
this Boolean query

The Boolean search option allows the use of a full range of logical 
and proximity connectors, as shown below:

and page contains both terms negligen* and defam*

or page contains either of two terms weapon or gun or 
firearm or pistol

not page contains 1st term but not the 2nd trust not family

near 1st term is within 50 words of 2nd disclos* near offence

wIn or /n! 1st term is within n words of 2nd court w/5 jurisdiction

pre/n 1st term must precede 2nd term by 
less than n words

contempt pre/3 court

Table of search connectors used in World Law (SINO search engine)

The appendix to this paper provides further details.

LIMITED SCOPE SEARCHING
Every catalog page now gives the user three choices of search scope. 
“All World Law” is now the default search option, as this gives the 
broadest search results, and is easiest for users to understand. It 
searches over all pages from websites in the catalog that World Law 
has been able to index.

Users who wish to do a narrower search must choose the second 
“radio button” option, which limits the scope of the search to those 
sites listed on or “below” the page from which the search is sent. In 
the example below where the search is from the “World Law » 
Categories » Legislation” page, if the second radio button is selected, 
the search will cover all legislation from any country (but only legisla
tion). If the search was from the “World Law » Categories » 
Countries » New Zealand” page it would search only over sites 
related to New Zealand law.
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Previously, this narrower search scope was the default option, but 
our DIAL training experience has shown us that only the more sophis
ticated users understood that their search was narrow in default, and 
many users were therefore puzzled as to why their searches produced 
few results. Yahoo! and Open Directory now also offer limited scope 
searching (they had not done so when World Law implemented it in 
1999), and have made the same choice of default search scope.

fAistUil fWbrld Lawl ffiecent Arfditioftsl f Translate! [Add a Link! fDisclaimer!

World Law » Categories » Legislation

ftftforid Law Bsfol fBooiean Operators!Find ( any of these words

Search: All World lav 
Legislation 
Lav on Google

Search j

Search options as they appear on the “Legislation” category

This limited scope searching is only valuable when the page from which 
search is sent has numerous subcategories and/or websites listed on it. 
It is particularly useful on a page like the “Legislation” page above, as 
that page includes cross-reference links to every country category in the 
world where legislation is available on the web. We are not aware of any 
other location on the internet where one search can be made over legis
lation from many countries, but limited only to legislation sites.

“GOOGLE INTEGRATION”
World Law’s web spider has indexed less than 20 gigabytes of websites 
relating to law, comprising some millions of web pages—the exact 
number is uncertain. The scope of World Law searches will always be 
tiny compared with internet-wide search engines such as Google or 
AltaVista.

For comprehensive legal research it is obviously necessary to use 
such an internet-wide search engine. Google claims to cover 
1,610,476,000 web pages (at 1 November 2001), and as noted earlier 
it does appear to index the largest number of pages on the web at 
present by a considerable margin. Tests by Notess also show Google 
producing more results to a range of queries than other search 
engines, u and this coincides with our own subjective observations on
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the value of Google searches.
The third new option in the search interface on every catalog page 

allows the user to search “Law on Google”, as illustrated in the 
example of the “Legislation” page above. We have chosen to integrate 
World Law searches more closely with one search engine, rather than 
giving users a choice of search engines to “Repeat this search over...” 
by simply sending their search terms to another search engine. The 
main reason for this approach is that different search engines use 
different syntax for their searches, so a search over World Law, if using 
Google and AltaVista, could come up with three quite different sets 
of results. Google has been selected because it gives the best results 
at the moment. We may decide from time to time to send World Law 
searches to a different search engine.

In order to make World Law searches as effective as possible over 
Google, we have implemented automatic translation of DIAL searches 
to Google searches, with two features:
• the search syntax of the World Law search is converted into the 

search syntax of a Google search; and
• a list of “law words” is automatically added to the translated World 

Law search, to help ensure that Google only retrieves law-related 
materials.

Translation of Search Syntax
Google’s search syntax requires all words used in search terms to be 
found, unless an “OR” operator is used. This is effectively the same as 
Google having a default “and” (or “all of these words”) operator. For the 
most accurate translation of World Law searches to Google searches it 
is necessary for World Law searches to be transformed by the following 
substitutions:

20 Greg R. Notess, “Search Engine Statistics: Relative Size Showdown: Google on Top’” 
<http://www.searchengineshowdown.com/stats/size.shtml> (visited 17 November 
2001): “This size showdown compared nine search engines, with MSN Search and 
HotBot representing the largest of the Inktomi partners. This analysis used 25 small 
single word queries. Google found more total hits than any other search engine. In 
addition, it placed first on 19 of the 25 searches, more than any of the others.”
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WORLD LAW SYNTAX GOOGLE SUBSTITUTION COMMENT

"Any of these words" no change See comment below

"All of these words" no change Google default is the 
same as a logical "and"

"This phrase" places phrase in 
double quotes

"or" in Boolean query replaces with "OR" Google requires 
capitalisation of "or" 
to "OR"

"and" in Boolean query removes "and" Google default

"near" in Boolean query removes "and" Google does not support 
proximity in queries, but 
automatically recognises 
it in document ranking

(truncation) in 
Boolean query

forward user to help 
page, advising removal 
of truncation

Google does not 
support truncation; 
automated substitution 
is not possible

A World Law “any of these words” search looks at first sight as though 
it places a logical “or” between search terms, but in fact because the 
relevance ranking algorithm used by SINO first displays results which 
include all of the search terms used, and only then displays results 
which include only some or one of the search terms, the result is closer 
to an “all of these words” search in most cases. The closest result from 
Google is achieved by leaving the search terms untouched (an implied 
“and” between the words), rather than by placing Google’s “AND” 
operator between the words.

Maintaining the Legal Context
Only a tiny percentage of the pages searchable by Google are law-related. 
This causes a problem when translating searches from a law-specific 
search engine where the legal context of searches is assumed, because 
only law-related materials can be retrieved. Searches for legal materials 
use many search terms with meanings in other contexts, so often the 
problem with a general search engine like Google is how to find the law- 
related materials without them being swamped by the non-law materials
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and effectively unfindable because they are buried in a retrieved list of 
thousands of items. For example, the search “fishing fiji” will only find 
legal materials when used as a search over World Law, but if used as a 
search over Google the first few pages of results are exclusively about 
fishing holidays in Fiji.

In order to deal with this problem of legal context, the automated 
translation of a World Law search has appended to it the following 
additional search terms: “(law OR legal OR legislation OR regulation 
OR judgment OR treaty)”. This addition of six “law-specific” words, 
only one of which needs to be present in a document for it to be 
retrieved, seems generally to produce an improved result.

For example, the search “fishing fiji”, when automatically translated 
into “fishing fiji (law OR legal OR legislation OR regulation OR judg
ment OR treaty)” produces Google results where the first few pages 
are almost entirely concerned with the law regulating fishing and fish
eries in Fiji, as illustrated by the first few results below.

Fiji Islands - Legislation • Marine Spaces (Foreign Fishing ...
... Subsidiary Legislation. SECTION ... Forms........
Legal Notice ... international law as ... under regJation 25 ...fishing... Rji ...
"ju.ii.u.vanuartu.usp.ac.ij/paclawnrst/Fiji Jegisl3tion/Fiji jMfarine_.Sp3cei._Sub 1 .htmi - 43k - Cached • Similar pages

Pacific Law Materials • Fiji Islands - Legislation
... Marine Spaces (Foreign fishing Vtessels) Regulations [Cap 158A... Cap 203 Subsidiary 
Legislation] (Revised Edition 1978 ... Fiji Constitution /Amendment Act ...
wv/w. Vanuatu .usp,3C.ij.ip3cl3wnnert/fijiJegisl3tion/plmtegisl3tionjm3in.htrri  - 13k - Cached - 
Similar pages
[ Mo re re s u It $ fro m w u.» w. va n u 3t u. u s p. a c. tj ]

Indigenous Peoples and the Law: Homepage
... Regular Features ... introduce legislation to ... irrportant judgment. [More ... native fishing practices ... and 
legal institutions ... 8 C treaty commission ... supreme law of ...the Rji ...
Description: An online institute of law affecting indigenous peoples. It aims to provide links to the best and...
Cat eg on/: Regional > Oceania > Nem Zealand > Government > Law 
i.uiMi.«.kennett.co.nz/l3M.u1ndigerious/ • 34k - Cached - Similar pages

Fiji - ICM Country Profile
... VUbrid Factbook 1999). Rji. Country Contacts: Minister ... 158Aand subsidiary legislation. ... Rji 
supports the ...to the growing fishing pressures and ... on the Law of the ...
icmi.no33.gov/countn//iiji/iiji.htrri - 10k - Cached - Similar pages

The regulation of Fiii*s fisheries 1987-1992
... The regUafticnof Rji's ... Islands fisheries law. At the ... which, in Rji, required the ... of 
legislation:-the ... customary fishing rights ... their legal basis ...
uMyi.v.spc.org.nc./cc»3Stfish/n=:ports/iffp.',iijil3Mi.htm - 40k - Cached • Similar pages

First few results of the translation of a “fishing fiji” search over Google

The law-specific terms that we use may be able to be refined with experi
ence, but it seems that the addition of legal contextual terms will often be 
necessary. Care is needed, because the addition of seemingly obvious 
terms like “court” can have adverse effects because of its use in the context 
“tennis court”. Where a user provides numerous search terms, Google will 
remove the automated terms to the extent that the total terms exceeds ten.
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World Law and Google Searches — Complementary?
Despite the far greater breadth of Google searches, they do not make 
World Law’s law-specific searches redundant. One reason for this is that 
Google’s relevance ranking method (which is based to a large extent on 
giving a higher ranking depending on how many other sites link to a 
page) is very different from the more conventional relevance ranking 
method used by World Law (based on frequency of occurrence of search 
terms, moderated by their overall frequency of occurrence, and their 
location in the documents found). As a result, Google and World Law 
can present very different documents at or near the head of a ranked list. 
“Unpopular” pages, even if very relevant, can be made more difficult to 
find if pushed well down into a very long list of Google search results.

For example, the most important case on Hong Kong’s basic law 
deals with issue of the “right of abode” of Chinese-born people in 
Hong Kong. A World Law search for “right of abode near Hong Kong” 
gives as its first-ranked result the text of the key decision of the Court 
of Final Appeal of Hong Kong. However, a Google search for these 
terms or any form of them (with or without the law-specific terms 
added) produces many relevant press articles and government sites 
referring to the decision, but the text of the decision itself is pushed 
many pages down into the search results. One reason for this may be 
the greater popularity of newspaper and government department pages 
as compared with the webpages of the Court of Final Appeal.

While examples like this are hardly conclusive, our interim conclu
sion is that a law-specific search engine such as World Law (and there 
are no other examples we know of) remains as a useful complement 
to a general search engine such as Google. For comprehensive internet 
legal research, it is desirable to use both.

“INDUSTRY STANDARD” SEARCH RESULTS
World Law search results are now presented in a similar way to what is 
now becoming the “industry standard” for results presentation (based 
on a survey of major search engines). The three most relevant 
Categories (i.e. World Law catalog pages) to a search request are listed 
at head of the search results (with an option to view “More World Law 
Categories...”), with the webpages on sites covered by the World Law 
search facility then listed.
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Searching for: vto or world trade organisation (boolean, relevance ranking)

World Lav - Categories found: 15 Repeat search over Austin Databases; 
Google

1. Worid Law - Categories - International - Inter-Government Organisations - World 
Tra.de Om&iizsJtion fVVTOl

2. World Law - Categories - Courts & Case-Law - international Courts & Tribunals - 
WTO Dispute Settlement Bodv& Appellate Body

3. World Law - Categories - Internationa) - Inter-Government Organisations - World 
Trade Organization fWTOI - Other Indexes

A. /|jWff7ayC&fe-tftvfes...

World Lav** Webpages found: 5170

Fage1of:H2l3HI5m7|8l9H0|l1H2H3i14H5H6H7H8M9i20l>»

1. Ministry of Foreign Mairs f 100%1 
(From www.mfa.gov.br>: 8 KB)

2. WTQ Conference in Seattle f 10Q%1 
(From www.iohrdd .ca: 5 KB)

Display of World Law search results showing display of main catalog pages first

On every page of search results, the user is also invited to repeat their 
World Law search over Google, with their search translated into Google 
search syntax as described above.

LEADING USERS TO WORLDLII
The search results also give the user an additional option of repeating the 
search over AustLII. This option is to be replaced shortly by the option 
of repeating the search over WorldLII (World Legal Information 
Institute), which will provide combined search results over case law, legis
lation and secondary from AustLII (Australia and New Zealand), BAILII 
(UK and Ireland), PacLII (fourteen Pacific Island countries), HKLII 
(Hong Kong), and databases on WorldLII from South Africa and other 
jurisdictions.

This approach will integrate World Law and WorldLII from the 
World Law end. When implemented, it will give users three classes of 
searches that they can implement automatically from World Law: (i) 
consistently presented high quality legal databases on WorldLII; (ii) other 
less consistently presented legal data accessible via World Law’s law- 
specific search engine; and (iii) the largest general search engine, Google.

A "Portal Strategy” to Make World Law More Accessible
The complement to the above approach is to make relevant World Law 
category pages available to users at the time they are searching or
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browsing major national free access law sites. These are the sites that 
attract most users of free access legal materials, who may be more likely 
to find World Law via those sites than by accessing it directly from the 
AustLII site.

This strategy is in the process of being implemented with the 
following Legal Information Institutes (LIIs): AustLII, BAILII, PacLII, 
and the soon to be launched HKLII. The strategy is now being 
extended as we seek the participation of other major free access law 
sites as “World Law hosts”. The first to be implemented will be at the 
WITS Law School, the major provider of free access to South African 
legal materials.

This “portal strategy” has three elements:
• Relevant World Law categories (and the main “Categories” page) 

are featured on homepages of these LIIs — see for example the 
home pages of BAILII or PacLII — so that users have easy browsing 
access to the World Law pages most likely to be of interest to them;

• A search of DIAL categories is now automatic with searches of 
some LIIs, so that all users of those sites obtain categories pages as 
part of their search results.

• When a user searches one of these “portal sites”, their search results 
also invite them to “Repeat search over World Law Websites” (see 
the results for the PacLII example above).

An example of the implementation is seen on the following search 
results from the Pacific Islands Legal Information Institute (PacLII), 
where the three World Law categories most relevant to the user’s search 
precede the results from the PacLII databases, and the user is also given 
the option of repeating the search over World Law websites. The World 
Law categories appear in the same standard way at the top of the PacLII 
search as they do in a World Law search.
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fPacUll fHelpI [D&tsbsses] fWorld t&wl fFeedbaokl (Search Tips]

Find [ any of these words ^~|in PacLII Databases
\tish* tonga [ SeaiCh..|

Searching for: fishing tonga(any, relevance ranking)

World La* Categories: Repeat search over World Law Websites

1. World Law - Categories - Subjects - Primary Industry-Fishing
2. World Law - Categories - Countries - Tonga ’
3. World Law - Categories - Countries - Tonga-Courts & Case-Law
4. Mve Htefdl tw Categories...

PacLII Databases - Documents found: 59

Paget of: 1|2|3|

1. CKP Fishing Co LtdvThe Owner orWoo Vang #205" f 19991 FJHC55f66%l
(From High Court of Fiji Decisions: 18 KB)

A search over PacLII shelving display of World Law categories

DIAL Training in Developing Countries
As mentioned at the outset, one of the practical drivers behind the devel
opment of World Law is Project DIAL (Development of the Internet for 
Asian Law), funded by the Asian Development Bank. DIAL involves 
AustLII in providing training in internet legal research for government 
legal officials (particularly legislative draftspeople and law reformers) in 
seven Developing Member Countries (DMCs) of the Bank in Asia. To 
date, initial training sessions have been carried out in Mongolia, China, 
Vietnam, the Philippines and Indonesia, with training yet to commence 
in Pakistan and Cambodia.

DIAL training at the National Law Development Agency, Jakarta
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The aim of the training programme in each country is that AustLII (and 
our regional training coordinators from CD-Asia in the Philippines) find 
and work with local training partners to develop a training programme 
that the training partner can adapt to local circumstances and sustain. 
Fcr this reason, our training partners have tended to be government legal 
research institutes and university law schools that have a long term 
in:erest in providing internet legal training.

AUTOMATIC TRANSLATION INTO CHINESE -TRAINING WITH 
IMPERFECTION
The World Law facilities are presented only in English at present. There 
are medium term plans to make the facility more multilingual, but the 
inevitably limited budget of a free access facility, and the global (or at least 
pan-Asian) range of users that World Law/DIAL is intended to assist, 
means that the “built-in” multilingual capacity will always be limited. The 
“[Translate]” option at the top of every DIAL page now provides a facility 
to translate automatically from English to Chinese (and to Korean and 
Japanese), as well as to five other European languages. The translation 
facility is provided by AltaVista. We hope that AltaVista will add other 
languages used in DIAL DMCs such as Indonesian and Vietnamese.

Home > Translate > Babel Fish Translations
VievOriginal Language atiori povcrecl by SYSTRAN

World Law

o

Search

Chinese translation of the top half of the “Categories” page in World Law
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The World Law home page gives users a specific message that they can 
translate into Chinese (see the home page illustration at the start of this 
paper). Once the translation is started, all DIAL pages then appear in 
Chinese. This was a very popular facility in our Beijing training and was 
used by most of the trainees in preference to the English version for at 
least some of the time.

Many of the Beijing users made use of the “View Original 
Language” facility provided by AltaVista, shown above, which opens a 
separate browser window with the English language version of the 
catalog page. Since the translations are automatic, they are not always 
reliable, but our users’ experience is that they have generally been 
good enough to be helpful with pages containing short descriptive 
items, such as the catalog pages. Where the translation was not 
helpful, users found it very useful to have the English and Chinese 
versions side by side, and would browse across the web in this bilin
gual fashion, obtaining assistance from both versions.
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